Send Money. Save Money. Earn Time.

TOAST

Vision
TOAST is an new breed of financial application
for overseas foreign workers built on top of an
innovative new piece of financial technology
called The Blockchain, or as we like to call it…
'The internet of money and value'.
Our vision is to use this internet of value as a platform to build an app
that provides a solution to local problems on a Global scale. We
believe we can make money more democratic, more accessible and
easier to use. We want to reduce the current friction of interacting with
money for the unbanked. At the same time we leverage technology to
make money programmable & secure. Money can now have higher
auditability and a lot more immunity than it has within legacy systems
from illicit activity like fraud and money laundering.
If we can increase the security, ease and velocity with which money
moves around the Globe, and involve an additional 85% of the worlds
population in global commerce; we not only make peoples lives easier
but we take giant leaps towards helping build a financial economy that
is less reliant on things such as quantitative easing and bank bail outs.

75% of Filipino migrant workers in Singapore get
paid in cash & the majority of them pay upwards
of 5% in fees to send up to half of their salary
home once a month from a place called 'Lucky
Plaza' in Singapore. Unfortunately, Lucky Plaza is
not as 'lucky' as its name suggests!

Let us Explain Why..
Being paid in cash and having no bank account means to make an
international money transfer you have to hand cash over a counter to a
Money Transfer Agent to bank that cash and send it on your behalf. It is
an expensive service because of the infrastructure and manpower
involved in this process. Plus you can imagine what the queues at Lucky
Plaza look like the first day after payday each month... not so lucky at all!

The Holy Grail!
The Holy Grail for overseas Filipino workers in Singapore consists of 2
very clear points:

•

Being able to send money home to loved ones for less fees than they
currently pay.

•

Not having to queue up at Lucky Plaza for hours on their only day oﬀ.

With Toast now they can do both!

How TOAST Works
100% of Filipinos have an EZ-Link card. The EZ-Link
card can be loaded with up to $500 of cash at every
MRT station and 7/11 across Singapore. Thats over
1700 top up locations! The EZ-Link card once
loaded can be used to load your TOAST wallet via
NFC.
Say goodbye to queuing up at Lucky Plaza & Say hello to spending
more time with friends on your day oﬀ.
There are 2 options when sending money using TOAST:
1) Send money to another TOAST user who can spend or withdraw it using
their TOAST MasterCard Debit Card.
2) Send money to a non-TOAST user for cash pickup at over 7000
locations.

1. Load your TOAST account from
your EZ Link Card.

… 7000 cash pick-up centres

2. Send to…

… another TOAST user

$
3. Pick Up Cash

3. Spend or ATM Withdrawal

Why Now?
•

Sending money overseas for Migrant Workers in 2015 is still
incredibly diﬃcult and expensive.

•

Banks and traditional Financial institutions built on legacy
technology stacks are having an increasingly diﬃcult time trying
to innovate.

•

A lot of the big innovative digital remittance players have not
reached Asia yet and those who have do not currently provide
appropriate solutions for localised markets.

•

85% of the World population have no account with a financial
institution due to cost, location or both.

•

Advanced Mobile technology will be globally ubiquitous by 2020
with 70% of people using smartphones and 90% covered by
mobile broadband.

•

Smartphone subscriptions will double by 2020 reaching 6.1
Billion. Almost 80% of these new subscriptions will come from
Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa.

•

The Global Remittance Market is worth $550 Billion and is
growing by 8% per year.

Watch video: https://youtu.be/2fdA1R1Qvhw

Go to Market
•

No Hidden Fees & The Pipes are Clear!

•

We charge TOAST users a flat 2.5% fee for real time cross border
money transfer with ZERO hidden Forex charges.

•

Over the coming months users will find us in Lucky Plaza (orchard
Road, Singapore) giving out free TOAST Pre-Paid Top Up Cards with
a face value of $5 so they can send $5 to someone locally or in the
Philippines to test that our remittance 'pipes' are clear (with our
money, not theirs!). We feel that this will encourage people to
download TOAST and experience a new world where you no longer
have to queue on your day oﬀ to send money home.
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